Title: Front-end Web Developer

Hours: Office Hours: 8am – 5pm (varies)
       Normal Work Time: 40-50 hours per week

Reporting: IT Manager

About IT at EDUStaff:
We strive to provide the highest level of customer service to over 30,000 employees. Our online portal is no exception. We want to provide the best online experience for our employees and customers. We’re looking for individuals who align with our core values: Servanthood, Excellence, and Wholeheartedness.

Summary:
The Front-end Web Developer will be working with a growing team to create and maintain our administrative website. The job will involve designing the sites layout and style, writing Angular apps and tests, and incorporating the newest technologies and updates. There will be ample opportunities to grow your knowledge and skills as we want to be on the cutting edge of software development. The scope and requirements of the system change quickly as the company grows. This will require adapting quickly and working as a team to discover innovative solutions to complex problems.

Developing Projects:
- Creating a chat application that integrates xmpp, sms, and email.
- Migrating from AngularJS to React.
- Migrating from Bootstrap to Material UI.

Responsibilities:
- Designing and maintaining our administrative websites layout and design.
- Integrating React into our current system.
- Writing Tests.
- Upgrading third-party client-side libraries (React, Material UI, Webpack, etc).
- Supporting our web team with any other JavaScript or styling challenges.
- Other duties as assigned.

Qualifications:
- Bachelor’s degree preferred or equivalent experience in appropriate field.
- Strong understanding of HTML, CSS.
- Experience with Bootstrap, SASS, and Responsive layouts.
- Has worked with AngularJS, Angular, or React.
- Has worked with a web framework like Flask, web2py, Django.
- Able to read and troubleshoot error and stack traces.
- Understand the role of a preprocessing task runner (gulp, yarn, webpack).
- Ability to adapt to changes and new systems.
- Self-motivated to learn and produce high quality work.
- Works well within a team.
- Understand the basic concepts of CI/CD.
- Experience with git.